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A THEOREM ON THE UNIT GROUPS OF SIMPLE ALGEBRAS
RALPH HULL

1. Introduction, Let k be an algebraic number field of finite degree
m and let A be a normal simple algebra of degree n, order n2, over k.
Our object is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM. If A is an R-algebra, that is, ifn>2 or at least one infinite
prime place of k is unramified in A when n~2, then any two distinct
maximal orders of A have distinct groups of units.

There are essential arithmetical differences between algebras which
satisfy the i?-condition (i?-algebras) and those which do not, especially with regard to class-number properties (Eichler [l, 2, 3]). 1 The
meaning of the i?-condition in the case n = 2 is as follows. Both k
and A are simple algebras over the field ko of rational numbers, of
orders m and 4m, respectively, over &o- Suppose ko is extended to the
field ki of real numbers. Then the extended algebra kXki is the direct sum of fields, each of which is isomorphic either to k\ or to the
field #2 of complex numbers. This decomposition of kXk\ involves
the decomposition of A Xki into a direct sum of simple algebras
over ki, the centers of which are the corresponding summands of
kXki. Each summand of A Xk\ is either (1) a matrix algebra of degree 2 over k±, (2) a matrix algebra of degree 2 over k%, or (3) the division algebra of quaternions over k\. With each summand of kXki
is associated an infinite prime place of k which is said to be ramified
or unramified in A according as the corresponding summand of A Xk%
is (3) or is either (1) or (2). The i?-condition for w = 2 is thus equivalent to requiring that not all summands of AXh be (3), in other
words, that A over k is not a totally definite quaternion algebra.
The condition is in general indispensable in our theorem. For example, the unit groups of all maximal orders in certain definite quaternion algebras over ko consist of the units ± 1 only.
The proof of the theorem will be based on the following Hilfssatz
due to Eichler [3, p. 239, Hilfssatz 9].
Let A be an R-algebra, let O be a maximal order of A, and let % be a
two-sided ID-ideal. If oA is an element of O whose reduced norm N(QA)
is congruent modulo % to a unit of k, then SO contains a unit £se/f
modulo %.
Presented to the Society, November 27,1943; received by the editors December 3,
1943.
1
Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
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By local (p-adic) methods we shall first reduce the proof of the
theorem to that for a special case. The lemmas proved for this purpose
are independent of the i?-condition and may be of interest also in
another connection not discussed here, namely, in the problem of imbedding non-maximal orders in maximal orders. Next, also by local
methods, we prove the theorem in the special case by applying the
Hilfssatz. Finally, we indicate briefly an application of the theorem
to the determination of the structure of the Brandt groupoid of normal ideals of A.
2. Reduction to a special case. Let A' be a normal simple algebra
over a £-adic number field k'. Let v be the index of A', n = vK. Then
A ' is the algebra of matrices of degree K with elements in a division
algebra B' of degree v over k'. If /c=l, the unique maximal order o'
in B' is the only maximal order in A' = Br. If K > 1, the set

(i)

©' = 2 > y

(*\y« l , . . . ,*j,

where the C{j a r e ordinary matric units in A ', is a maximal order in A '.
Conversely, every maximal order in A' is of the form (1) with the
appropriate dj.
Let p' be the prime ideal of B'. Then p' is a principal ideal: p' = 7ro'
= oV, where x is a prime element in Bf. The ideal ^3' = C) / p' = p/C>/
=
]C e *iP' i s the ©'-prime-ideal in A'. If 8' is any integral ©'-left-ideal
in A'', the matric units can be further selected (Hasse [l, p. 524]) so
that (1) holds and also
(2)

8' = ©'A = £ eu7r^^" •+•«>,

where the a's are non-negative integers. The right order of 8' is
(3)

A-^O'A = £ *#'<•*+• *•+•*>-<•!+•• •+•<>.

The intersection of © ' and A " 1 © ^ is
(4)

©' H A - ^ ' A = £

*,o' + E «<* /(a * +l+ - ' •+a'").

Equations (3) and (4) are readily verified by displaying matrices in
the usual way.
With these preliminaries we are ready to prove the following lemma.
1. Let A1 be a normal simple algebra over a p-adic number
field k', and let ©ƒ and ©2' be any two distinct maximal orders in A',
whose distance is 3)i'2 — (O2 ©1 )~1- Then, either 3X2 is irreducible, or there
exists a maximal order ©3' in A ' such that ©/ n © 3 ' D © i ^ © 2 ' and such
that 2)i3 = (O3 ©1 )~ 1 is irreducible and divides 3)i2 — <£)[&£)&.
LEMMA
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By a remark above K > 1 , since otherwise A' would have only one
maximal order. Let Oi = £ ) ' in (1) and $12' =*8' in (3). Then 8 V D ' ,
since O2 F ^ D ' , and hence at least one ai in (2) is not zero. If a\ were
not zero, 8' would be divisible by the two-sided ideal ^3', contrary to
the properties of a distance ideal. 2 It follows that there is a fixed
r^2 for which ax = a 2 = • • • = a , - i = 0, a r ^ 0 . If r = /c, a r = l, ©12 = 8 '
is irreducible and the first alternative in Lemma 1 holds.
Assume that r<K or ar>l if r = /c. Then 8' has the irreducible left
divisor
(5)

3 / = Ö'Ar,

Ar = 1 + (TT - l)« rr .

For, A=A r A 0 , where A0 is in D ' . Writing O3 =Ar 1 OA r , O3 A0 = 3)', we
have 8 ' = 3 / © ' , S y - D / A o . Since 3fr' is irreducible and has D ' and
Os' as its left and right orders, 3>r' is the distance ®i'3. It can be shown
easily, but is not required in what follows, that 35' = (02' ©3' ) _ 1 =2)32By a simple computation, we obtain
(6)

Oi = Ar'O'Ar = Z

**o' + X) e^p'- 1 + E *<rp' + e rr o',

and
(7)

£)' H D 3 ' = E ««0' + *r0' + E M>'-

Comparison of (4) and (7) shows that O ' H O s D O ' P i O / . This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
The reduction in the large, corresponding to that in Lemma 1, is
based on the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. Let A be a normal simple algebra over an algebraic number
field k and let £>i and O2 be any two distinct maximal orders in A, whose
distance is £)12 = (C^Oi) - 1 . Let p be a prime ideal of k which divides the
reduced norm iVÇOu). Then, either ©12 is irreducible, in which case
iV(®i2) =p, or there exists a maximal order O3 in A such that DiP\£)3
D O i n 0 2 and such that £)13 = (D3O1)-1 is irreducible, has norm p, and

divides ©12 =©133)32.

In proving Lemma 2, we write O for Oi and use primed symbols,
without subscripts, to refer to ^-components for a fixed p which divides #(©12).
The ideal £)p is a power of a two-sided O-prime-ideal P :
(8)

Op = pO = P',
2

n =

VK,

N(P) = p\

See Deuring [l, chap. VI, VII] for definitions and properties when explicit
reference elsewhere is not made.
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where v = vv and K = KP are the order of ramification and the capacity,
respectively, of p or of P in A. In A, P decomposes into a product of K
irreducible ideals, each of norm p. In accord with (8), the index of A',
over k', is v. The ^-component S)[2 *s the distance (02' Oi ) (Hasse [l,
p. 529]; cf. Deuring [l, p. 104]). Moreover, S D ^ O ' , since p\ N(%)i2).
Hence O2' T^O', from which it follows that K ^ 2 , v<n. If £12 is irreducible its norm is necessarily p} and we have nothing to prove. We
now assume that ©12 is not irreducible and obtain £)i3 and O3 of the
lemma by the usual method of specifying their components at all
finite prime places of k.
Let q\ denote any prime ideal of k, other than p, which divides
iV(£)i2). If there is no q\ we omit (10) and the gi-components in
(13), • • • , (16), below, but the argument is not essentially altered.
Let q2 be any prime ideal of k which does not divide iV(5Di2). By
Lemma 1, we have

(9)

©'„ -SD'M©;,,

oino'8DO'noi,

where ©^ is the distance (O3' O/ ) ~ l and is irreducible. Also, for any
qi and any q2l

(io)

3>i,ft - OftJ)iift,

o « n o'« D cfft n o'2fll,

$(2g2 = o'ff2o'fl2,

o«2 n o'ff2 - o., n o«,

and

(11)

where the first statement in (11) follows from
(12)

£ 4 = £)i tt = SDi2ft,

?>1 iV(SDi2).

Consider the sets
(13)

35i3, £)«, Oa2, for all qi and all q2y

(14)

O', OqV 0£2, for all qx and all q2y

(15)

O2, O^i, Oi«» for att Ci and all #2,

and
(16)

Oit

DM

0«2, for all qx and all q2.

The intersection of (13) and A is an irreducible left divisor ©13 of ©12,
that of (14) and A is O, that of (15) and A is O2, and that of (16) and
A is O3, the right order of 2)13. The irreducibility of 3Dis follows at
once from its definition by (13) and the irreducibility of T)i3. That
©13 divides 3)i2 follows from the first statements in (9), (10) and (11).
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The statements concerning (14), (15) and (16) are evident. Moreover,
S)i3 = (OsOi)"1 since ©13 is irreducible and Oi and O3 are its left and
right orders, respectively. We write 2)12=2)132)32 but omit the proof
thatSDsâ^^Os)"- 1 .
Let e/f be any element of 0/^02* Then zA is in the p-, gi-, and
«^-components of both O and £)2, for all q\ and all #2- By the second
statements in (9), (10) and (11), aA is in the corresponding components of £>3. Hence *A is in £)8 and On£) 3 , since <iA is in A. This
proves that £ ) n £ 0 £ ) n £ ) 2 , and completes the proof of Lemma 2.
3. Proof of the theorem. By virtue of Lemma 2, in order to prove
the theorem it evidently suffices to prove that if £)i3 = (O3OO""1 is irreducible, there is a unit in Oi which is not in O3.
Let N(£>n)=*p, and take p to be the fixed prime ideal of k in §2.
As before, we use primed symbols, without subscripts, to refer to
^-components, and we write O for Oi. We employ the representation
(1) of D', and have K 2:2 by an argument used in the proof of Lemma
2. The "canonical" form of 2)i3, corresponding to (2), is
(17)

©it « ©'A,

A - 1 + (IT - l)eKK}

and we assume that the e^ are chosen so that (17) holds. The ideal
2)/3 divides the two-sided ideal £)'P = $', where P is defined in (8).
Consider the element aAp «= 1 +eK-i,K of D'. The reduced norm of an
element of £)' is the determinant of the matrix representing it in (1),
with the understanding8 that the coefficients, in B', are replaced by
their corresponding matrices in a reduced representation of B'. It
follows that N(zAp) = 1 = 1 (mod O'P). Since O / P and O ' / D ' P are
isomorphic, there exists an element aA in O such that tA^i/ip
(mod Ö'P) and N(aA)^l (mod P). Using, at last, the assumption
that A is an R-algebra, by Eichler's Hilfssatz, >0 contains a unit
E^oA (mod P). We shall prove that £ is not in £)3.
Using (17), we get
(18) O/ « A^O'A - £

*/o' + eKKo' + £ en*'"1 + E *4>'.

Comparison of (1) and (18) shows that <zAp is not in 03'. Since E^zAp
(mod O'P), £ is not in £3' and hence £ is not in O3.
4. An application of the theorem. The author was led to the theorem in attempting to answer the following question proposed to him
some time ago by Professor R. Baer. The normal ideals of an algebra
8

This is essential if v>X, since then B is noncommutative.
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A form an infinite groupoid (Brandt [l]) with respect to proper multiplication. The normal ideals having the same left order form, similarly, a Mischgruppe (Loewy [l ]). Baer [l ] has shown that the theory
of the latter, and hence the closely related theory of groupoids, is
essentially subordinate to the theory of a group G and a non-invariant
subgroup H. Indeed, with one trivial exception, every Mischgruppe
is isomorphic to the factor-Mischgruppe (G\\H)L of cosets HÇ, ÇÇ.G,
for suitable G and H. Similarly, every Brandt groupoid, with the
corresponding exception, is a factor-groupoid (G||iJ)# of cosets
Çr1HÇ2} ÇiÇiG. The question is: Are there groups G and H in an
algebra A such that (G||JH0B and (G\[H)L are isomorphic to the groupoid
and Mischgruppe, respectively, of normal ideals, described above?
By means of our theorem a partial answer to this question can be
given. Let O be any order of A, U the unit group of £), A* the multiplicative group of nonsingular elements of A. Then if A is an R-algebra, the Mischgruppe of principal O-left-ideals Dvf, zAÇiA*, and the
groupoid of ideals c / f f 1 © ^ , *A%ÇLA* are isomorphic to (i4*|| U)L and
(-4*|| U)B, respectively.
The Mischgruppe and groupoid described are natural generalizations of the group of principal ideals of k, and hence the above isomorphism, for .R-algebras, is a natural generalization of the isomorphism of the group of principal ideals of k with the factor group k*/u,
where u is the group of units of k. However, Baer's formal subordination of the theory of the Brandt groupoid to the theory of groups does
not seem to make the concept of a groupoid, as such, any less essential to a satisfactory arithmetical theory of simple algebras. The
above isomorphism for i?-algebras evidently fails for the rational
definite quaternion algebras cited in the introduction since C<4*|| U)L
and (i4*|| U)B are both groups if U consists of ± 1 only.
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